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a b s t r a c t 

Variations in diffusion rates of simple point defects, such as vacancies and interstitials, are generally as- 

sumed to be dominated by energy barriers, as demonstrated for example by the large number of kinetic 

Monte Carlo studies that rest on constant rate prefactors. While this is mostly correct when energy barri- 

ers are well separated from each other, typically in crystals, entropic variations between the local minima 

and associated activated states become increasingly important as energy barriers of diffusion-mediating- 

mechanisms get closer, typically in disordered environments. The unexpected slower defect diffusion ob- 

served in high entropy alloys, which are characterized by the presence of a large number of different 

elements in roughly equal proportions, has brought us to revisit the role of prefactors. Combining the 

Activation-Relaxation Technique nouveau (ART nouveau) and the harmonic approximation for computing 

diffusion prefactors, we find that vacancy diffusion prefactors in a 55Fe-28Ni-17Cr concentrated solu- 

tion alloy modeled with EAM empirical potentials can vary by up to six orders of magnitude, at almost 

constant energy barrier. This variation, mostly associated with changes in local pressure, suggests that 

prefactor could play a much more important role than previously thought in the defect kinetics of high 

entropy alloys and of disordered systems in general. 

© 2022 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

High-entropy alloys (HEAs) - containing five or more differ- 

nt atomic species at roughly equimolar concentrations - have at- 

racted a large amount of scientific interest recently, sparked by 

heir promising physical and mechanical properties. This discov- 

ry has revived the interest in concentrated solid solution alloys 

CSAs) with more than two elements, as model alloys for funda- 

ental investigations on HEA and also on more general complex 

oncentrated alloys (CCA). 

These random solid solutions, which can form single phase 

ace-centered cubic (fcc) or body-centered cubic (bcc) crystals, 

ave shown high resistance to ion irradiation [1] and possibly to 

orrosion [2,3] . Due to the richness of their composition, specific 

roperties can be tuned by adjusting the concentration of the dif- 

erent components. For instance, enhancing the nickel proportion 
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n iron-nickel-chromium alloys has been linked to the increase of 

heir hardness while enhancing the percentage of chromium has 

een found to improve their oxidation resistance and, to some ex- 

ent, also increase their hardness. These properties would make 

EAs with a high ratio of nickel and chromium peculiarly well 

uited for uses in next-generation nuclear power plants. 

Four mechanisms have been pointed out to explain the unique 

roperties of these novel alloys, namely: the high entropy of the 

lloy (to a lesser extent in CSAs than in HEAs), the cocktail effect, 

 significant lattice distortion, and an observed sluggish internal 

iffusion [4] . These mechanisms remain debated in the literature, 

n part because a microscopic justification for these is still largely 

issing. 

A particularly puzzling property of high-entropy alloys is the 

educed defect diffusion rate with respect to pure systems [4] , 

lthough this observation remains under debate [5–9] . Sluggish 

iffusion can be defined as ”when the diffusion coefficients are 

maller than those of pure metals and conventional alloys.” (see 

hang et al. [10] , for instance). As stated, this reduced diffusion 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2022.118153
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/actamat
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.actamat.2022.118153&domain=pdf
mailto:normand.mousseau@Umontreal.ca
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orresponds to a non-monotonic behavior (in fact, the presence of 

 minimum) of the tracer self-diffusion coefficients [11] . Using a 

ariety of KMC detrapping techniques, with constant prefactor as- 

umptions, Ferasat et al. concluded that this monotonic behavior 

ould be explained, not only by geometric percolation, but also by 

omposition and local environment dependence on migration en- 

rgies. Other recent work suggests, rather, that this phenomenon 

annot be explained by a change in the diffusion energy barrier 

ue to the disorder. Recent experimental [12] results in particu- 

ar have shown that both the vacancy enthalpy formation and dif- 

usion activation energies are similar in the alloy and in the re- 

ated pure metals. High-temperature molecular dynamics and low- 

emperature off-lattice kinetic Monte Carlo, using k-ART [13,14] , 

ith fixed prefactor, also found that vacancy diffusion coefficients 

n a binary NiFe alloy lied in between those of pure Ni and pure

e. In addition, the results of these simulations suggest that, un- 

er irradiation, the microstructural evolution of concentrated al- 

oys should be qualitatively different from that of dilute alloys [15] . 

ther recent simulations, also carried out with empirical poten- 

ials, showed a distribution of formation energies and diffusion 

arriers across the modelled samples, yet without clear link to dif- 

usion [16] . 

In line with the general work on point defect diffusion in solids, 

hile much attention has been given to understanding the effect 

f alloying in defect energy formation and activation barrier, most 

tudies, including the KMC simulations mentioned above [11,15] , 

ssume that the diffusion prefactor varies little with respect to the 

xponential Boltzmann factor. Yet, recent experiments suggest that 

ntropy affects diffusion in HEA [9] . Moreover, as demonstrated re- 

ently in amorphous and glassy materials, and as confirmed in this 

tudy, prefactors can exhibit a wide dispersion even for similar en- 

rgy barriers [17] . 

In this work, we turn our attention to the reduced diffusion ob- 

erved in these systems as compared with pure elements and ex- 

lore how this observation could emerge from the variations in the 

nergy landscape associated with chemical disorder. More specifi- 

ally, we focus on the role of the diffusion prefactor, which is gen- 

rally considered constant in point defect diffusion. Recent char- 

cterization of prefactors for large sets of barriers in glasses and 

morphous systems, by some of us, has shown unexpected vari- 

tions in this quantity for highly disordered materials [17] . While 

onnecting these variations to atomic diffusion is extremely com- 

lex in amorphous solids, where diffusion proceeds from a wide 

iversity of local mechanisms, we expect such a connection to be 

ore tractable in high entropy alloys. Indeed, being solid solutions, 

hese solids have a much simpler energy landscape, and defect dif- 

usion therein involves a finite set of mechanisms similar to those 

n pure crystalline systems. 

To explore the role of diffusion prefactors, we model a 

5Fe-28Ni-17Cr concentrated solution alloy using embedded- 

tom method empirical potentials (EAM). We use the Activation- 

elaxation Technique (ART nouveau) [18,19] to sample the energy 

andscape and compute the transition rate � for each specific 

vent using the harmonic Transition State Theory (hTST) [20] . 

In Section 2 , we detail the simulation approach and the selected 

mpirical potential used. The nature of the energy landscape, in- 

luding energy barriers and prefactors, as well as correlation be- 

ween those, are explored in Section 3 . Finally, we discuss the sig- 

ificance of these results in Section 4 . 

. Method 

.1. ART nouveau: identifying events and computing prefactors 

Events are generated with the Activation Relaxation Tech- 

ique nouveau (ARTn) [18,19,21] , with force calculations obtained 
2 
hrough LAMMPS running as a library [22,23] . Displacements cen- 

ered on all first, second and third-neighbour atoms surrounding a 

acancy are generated in random directions to build an extensive 

atalog of events containing the initial, saddle and final configu- 

ations. For each event, the prefactor is computed within the har- 

onic approximation as described in Eq. (2) or given a constant 

alue of 10 13 s −1 . 

The use of a fixed prefactor, or attempt frequency, set around 

0 13 s −1 , is a simplification that has been shown to hold in several

ystems, including for the ab initio study of vacancy diffusion in 

i [24] , relaxation mechanisms in Stillinger-Weber amorphous sili- 

on [25] , and adatom diffusion on Cu and Ag surfaces [26] . More

pecific to the system of interest here, it is also compatible with 

re-exponential factors for diffusion in iron obtained both from ex- 

eriments [27] and simulations [28] . 

Combining the prefactor with the energy barriers, we obtain 

he total rate associated with moving out of the current config- 

ration. To facilitate the management of the catalog and ensure 

hat specific events are only counted once, we use, more specif- 

cally, the kinetic Activation-Relaxation Technique (k-ART) pack- 

ge [13,14] and launch 10 event searches per unique topology for 

toms surrounding the vacancy. This value ensures a rich sampling 

f the energy landscape surrounding the vacancy. 

The harmonic Transition State Theory (hTST) [20] defines the 

ransition rate as a function of temperature T as 

(T ) = νhT ST e 
− (E s −E m ) 

k B T , (1) 

here and E s and E m 

are the configurational energies at the saddle 

oint and the minimum, and νhT ST , the hTST attempt frequency, is 

iven by 

hT ST = 

N ∏ 

i =1 

νm 

i 

N−1 ∏ 

i =1 

νs 
i 

(2) 

here νs 
i 

and νm 

i 
, are real vibrational frequencies at the saddle 

oint and the minimum, respectively, and are obtained by com- 

uting the dynamical matrix 

 iα jβ = 

1 √ 

m i m j 

∂ 2 V 

∂ x i,α∂ x j,β
(3) 

here i, j run over all atoms, α, β are the cartesian coordinates 

 x, y, z), V is the interaction potential, and m i the atomic mass. 

In this paper, the matrix is obtained through a centered-finite 

ifference formulate with small finite displacements of 0.01 Å, for 

his potential, selected to converge the prefactor. The exact step 

ize for this discrete derivative depends on the roughness and cut- 

ffs of the potential. In this cases displacements within a factor 

wo around this value give the same result. Frequencies correspond 

o the square root of the dynamical matrix eigenvalues. 

.2. Simulated systems 

A cubic box of a face-centered cubic high-entropy solid solu- 

ion alloy of 2048 atoms (8 x 8 x 8 cells), with periodic bound- 

ry conditions, is generated by randomly placing iron, nickel and 

hromium atoms on the lattice in a proportion of 55% of iron 

1126 atoms), 28% of nickel (573 atoms) and 17% of chromium (349 

toms). The resulting system is then relaxed statically at T = 0 and 

 = 0 with LAMMPS resulting in a lattice constant of 3.5501 ̊A. 

One atom is removed at random from the simulation box to 

reate a vacancy. This process is repeated 22 times leading to 22 

ifferent cells of 2047 atoms with one vacancy each. 

Each of the 22 systems is evolved for 1 KMC step. Such step 

ncompasses the construction of the respective event catalog asso- 

iated with each specific vacancy configuration for a total of 243 
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Table 1 

Chemical potential of each species in the studied concen- 

trated solid-solution alloys (CSA) and in the pure substance 

(PS) computed with the procedure developed in Ref. [32] . 

Chemical Potential (eV ) 

Element CSA PS 

Fe -4.34 ± 0.02 -4.399 

Ni -4.41 ± 0.02 -4.446 

Cr -3.49 ± 0.02 -4.199 
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Fig. 1. Prefactor computed within the scope of the harmonic Transition State The- 

ory plotted against the energy barrier of the event. The black line represents the 

prefactor value ( 10 13 s −1 ) typically used in KMC simulations. 
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vents, the computation of prefactors for all these events, the eval- 

ation of a time step the selection of an event with the appro- 

riate probability and the execution of this event. Here, we focus 

nly on the event catalog and associated prefactors. These cata- 

ogs include mostly first-neighbor jumps into the vacancy, as well 

s some more complex events. Only events with a barrier less 

han 5 eV are included. These catalogs form the basic data set for 

nalysing the variations of pre-exponential factors and transition 

ates with the type of vacancy created and its local environment 

t the initial minimum and the saddle point. 

.3. Empirical potential 

Among the most popular Embedded Atom Method (EAM) 

otentials for the iron-nickel-chromium alloy, the FeNiCr-2011 

29] and the FeNiCr-2013 potentials [30] , both from Bonny et al., 

re often considered. Both potentials reproduce very well the co- 

esive energies and elastic constants experimental and DFT values 

or a large selection of FeNiCr compositions. The first potential also 

eproduces very well the stacking fault energies and it was origi- 

ally designed to study the mobility of dissociated dislocations in 

he 70Fe-10Ni-20Cr alloy. The second potential is less reliable to 

hat concern, as it was rather optimized for the diffusion of point 

efects in the same alloy: for selected compositions, formation en- 

rgies of points-defects and their clusters are well reproduced, as 

ell as the expected hierarchy of self-diffusion coefficients D Cr > 

 Ni > D F e and their evolution with composition [30,31] . For this 

eason, we select the Bonny et al. FeNiCr-2013 EAM potential. 

.4. Formation energy 

To compute the formation energy, we first compute the chemi- 

al potential for species in the alloy. To do so, we follow the pro-

edure developed by some of us in Piochaud et al. [32] . Unlike 

n [32] , however, here we compute the energy of every possible 

tomic switch. Thus, the minimal energy of the distributions used 

re not estimates but the real minimum of the distributions. These 

alues are then used to compute the formation energy of the va- 

ancies and errors are estimated by recomputing the values using 

he second lowest energy in the distribution. The chemical poten- 

ial for each species computed in the solid solution and in a pure 

ubstance are presented in Table 1 . The iron and nickel chemical 

otentials are only slightly higher in the alloy than in a pure sub- 

tance while the chemical potential for the chromium is signifi- 

antly larger in the alloy than in the pure substance. This indicates 

 segregation force for chromium. 

. Results 

The exploration of the energy landscape associated with the 

ump of a single vacancy generated from the 22 different initial 

tates produces 243 different events. These are defined by the ini- 

ial state, the configuration at the saddle point and that at the fi- 

al minimum. For each event, we compute the prefactor within the 
3 
cope of the harmonic Transition State Theory (hTST), as described 

reviously. 

Fig. 1 plots the hTST prefactor as a function of the energy bar- 

ier of the events. Three groups of barriers can be distinguished. A 

rst one, around 1 eV is associated with the jump of the vacancy 

o a nearest-neighbour site. The barriers around 2 eV include either 

umps to unstable positions or to a first-neighbour site, through a 

igher energy barrier; finally, the events at 5 eV, just below the 

arrier threshold that we use to focus on the lower energy bar- 

ier events, is associated with a jump to a second-neighbour site 

hrough a high-barrier saddle point. 

We observe a wide distribution of prefactors within each cat- 

gory of jumps, with prefactors varying by up to four orders of 

agnitudes for events around 1 eV and more than 6 orders of 

agnitude for events of similar barriers around 2 eV. For exam- 

le, the jump of a chromium atom over a 0.882 eV barrier is as- 

ociated with a transition rate of 8 . 7 × 10 8 s −1 , while two other 

vents with close (low) barriers and associated with Fe and Ni 

iffusion, respectively, are activated at rates of 342 × 10 8 s −1 and 

225 × 10 8 s −1 , respectively. This difference in prefactors is also ob- 

erved for vacancies of the same atom species: two similar events 

nvolving a Fe jumping, with a barrier of 0.913 eV, have a rate that 

iffers by a factor of more than 300. 

While the dispersion is broader for events around 2 eV, the 

refactors just below 5 eV are particularly low. This suggests an 

nti Meyer-Nelder law, or negative enthalpy-entropy compensa- 

ion, as observed for some metallic alloys in Ref. [17] , where it was

hown that this relation holds in average, while allowing large dis- 

ersion in small energy barrier intervals. 

Within the harmonic approximation, the prefactor is deter- 

ined by the ratios of vibrational frequencies at initial minimum 

ver vibrational frequencies at the saddle point. The change of 

ibrational frequencies under a local deformation is an intricate 

unction of the interatomic interactions, the solid’s microstructure 

nd the deformation features, so in view of identifying the main 

actors that contribute to the observed dispersion of prefactors, we 

tart by looking for possible correlations with chemical and struc- 

ural properties of local environments. 

We replot the prefactor vs. energy barrier figure with events 

ow colored according to the number of Fe ( Fig. 2 , top panel), Ni

middle panel) and Cr (bottom panel) atoms in the first shell sur- 

ounding the vacancy, and with the two points around 5 eV re- 

oved to focus on the lower barriers. These figures show the wide 

ariation of initial local environments for the 22 simulated cells: 

he number of Fe atoms in the first shell varies between 2 and 9 

mong the 12 first neighbours, that of nickel between 0 and 8 and 
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Fig. 2. hTST prefactor plotted against the energy barrier of the event. The points 

are colored as a function of the number of Fe atoms (top panel), Ni atoms (middle 

panel) and Cr atoms (bottom panel) in 1st neighbor position around the vacancy. 

The black line represents the prefactor value ( 10 13 s −1 ) typically used in KMC sim- 

ulations. 
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Fig. 3. hTST prefactors ( s −1 ) as a function event barrier (eV) for vacancy diffusion 

events in a 55Fe-28Ni-17Cr high entropy alloy, starting from 22 different initial con- 

figurations. The points in blue represent Cr atoms moving in the vacancy site, in red 

Fe atoms and those in green Ni atoms. (For interpretation of the references to color 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. hTST prefactor as a function of the vacancy formation energy for the 22 

cells created. The points in blue represent Cr vacancies, in red Fe vacancies, and 

those in green Ni vacancies. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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hat of chromium between 0 and 5. They do not show any correla- 

ion between prefactors and the chemical environment in the first 

hell surrounding the vacancy. 

We did not find any more correlation when looking at the envi- 

onment beyond the first vacancy shell up to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th 

eighbors of the vacancy (not shown, as they are similar to those 

resented for the first neighbour shell). We also observed the same 

bsence of correlation between the prefactor and the chemical na- 

ure of the diffusing atom ( Fig. 3 ). 

We now evaluate whether the hTST prefactor is influenced by 

he formation energy of the vacancies, which offers a measure of 

he local strain. Fig. 4 represents prefactors as a function of va- 

ancy formation energies. Each vertical row of points of a given 

olor represents the prefactor values of every event found in one 

f the 22 initial systems. As previously, we find no correlation be- 

ween the value of the computed prefactor and the formation en- 

rgy of the vacancies: from the same energy minimum, the prefac- 

or value can vary by multiple orders of magnitude independently 

f the formation energy. 

Altogether, the absence of correlation between the prefactor 

nd the local minimum structure, whether characterized through 

acancy formation energy, nature of the vacancy or local chemi- 

al environment, suggests that the origin of the wide dispersion of 
4 
ate prefactors cannot be simply explained by the local environ- 

ent in this system. 

The spread in the hTST prefactor for events starting from the 

ame local environment can only be explained by variations in the 

ibrational spectrum at the saddle point, which appears at the de- 

ominator in Eq. (1) . While the chemical nature of the atoms mov- 

ng into the vacancy could affect the lattice at the saddle point 

nd, therefore, the vibrational spectrum, a plot of the prefactor as a 

unction of energy barrier and the chemical nature of the atom dif- 

using into the vacancy, shown Fig. 3 , does not reveal obvious cor- 

elations between the diffusing atom and the prefactor. This sug- 

ests that correlations are associated with a more global quantity. 

To capture this effect, we evaluate the local pressure around the 

acancy at the saddle point using LAMMPS to extract the stress 

ensor of the atoms within 4 Å of the defect. The stress tensor is 

hen used to compute the local pressure at this point. The prefactor 

alue is plotted against the local pressure at the saddle point on 

ig. 5 and shows a clear correlation in spite of significant disper- 

ion. Negative pressure associated with a ”pull” on the local atoms 

eads to a higher prefactor, while a positive pressure, indicative of 

 local environment under compression, comes with lower prefac- 

ors on average. 

This correlation between pressure and prefactor is compati- 

le with a recent analysis of the physical origin of the enthalpy- 

ntropy compensation law [17] . Building on a millions of events 
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Fig. 5. hTST prefactor against the local pressure at the saddle point. The pressure 

is computed on every atom within 4 ̊Aof the defect. 

Fig. 6. Transitions rates including the hTST prefactor plotted as a function of tran- 

sition rates computed with a constant prefactor (bottom axis) and events energy 

barriers (top axis). The dashed black line shows where the points would fall if rates 

computed with the hTST method were equal to the ones computed with a con- 

stant prefactor of 10 13 s −1 . The dark cyan, dark green and light green represent the 

same situation but with a constant prefactor of respectively 10 15 s −1 , 10 11 s −1 and 

10 9 s −1 . The inset shows two data points with an energy barrier around 5 eV with 

the dark green and light green lines described previously. (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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omputed on four different systems, it was shown that compres- 

ion at the saddle point leads to shifts in the vibrational frequen- 

ies to higher values and, therefore, a decrease in the prefactor. 

ecause a number of parameters impact the vibrational spectrum, 

his trend is only true on average, with considerable dispersion as- 

ociated with more subtle effects associated with the specificities 

f the local environment. 

. Discussion and conclusion 

Here, we examined the diversity of prefactors in a concentrated 

lloy representing a solid solution of high entropy model alloy 

omposed of similar size atoms using an empirical potential ad- 

usted to reproduce the point defect formation energy and diffu- 

ion [30] . Because of this similarity, diffusion prefactors for a va- 

ancy in this system could be assumed to show relatively small 

ispersion when compared to that observed in glasses. Yet, as 

hown in Fig. 2 , which plots the prefactor as a function of en-

rgy barrier, and Fig. 6 , which shows the total rates including the 

TST prefactor, as defined by Eq. (1) , against the ones computed 
5 
ith a constant prefactor (bottom axis) and the energy barrier 

top axis), the distribution of prefactors for similar barriers is quite 

road, reaching four to six orders of magnitude, and is centered 

round an average prefactor of 10 11 s −1 , significantly lower than the 

0 12 − 10 13 s −1 normally used in KMC simulations. 

Detailed analysis demonstrates that it is difficult to link the 

ariation in prefactors to precise geometric and chemical proper- 

ies as there are no manifest correlations with the chemical iden- 

ify of diffusing atoms nor with the local environment surround- 

ng the vacancy, which suggests that a combination of factors are 

t play here. Indeed, only the local pressure at the saddle point, 

oes indicate some degree of correlation, with increasing local 

ressure decreasing prefactor. This result indicates that the vari- 

tion in prefactors is controlled, at least in part, by the defor- 

ations at the saddle point, irrespective deformations at the ini- 

ial minimum. It is compatible with the conclusions from recent 

tudy of the law of compensation in glasses and amorphous sys- 

ems [17,33] where dense and rigid systems, such as Lennard- 

ones glasses, were shown to display an anti-compensation behav- 

or controlled by the nature of the saddle point. 

The large distribution of transition rates around a given defect 

or similar mechanisms and barriers inevitably impacts the diffu- 

ion kinetics in high entropy systems. Indeed, it introduces signifi- 

ant biases in the sampling of events with similar energy barriers: 

s can be seen in Fig. 6 , a particular event might be activated once

very 10,0 0 0 times compared to an event with almost the exact 

ame barrier when taking into account the hTST prefactor. There- 

ore, while an error on the transition rate only affects the value 

f the diffusion coefficient in a pure element system, where diffu- 

ion proceeds through a single mechanism, discarding variations of 

refactors in high entropy alloys will most likely lead to unrealistic 

iffusion pathways. More work is needed to fully assess how the 

istribution of prefactors impact kinetic measurements. 

In itself, this observation calls for more detailed analyses of the 

ariations of prefactors around point and extended defects in com- 

lex solids and demonstrates the importance of taking them into 

ccount when describing the temporal evolution of these mate- 

ials. For the alloy studied here, it raises the possibility that the 

bserved slowing down of self-defect diffusion in high-entropy al- 

oys could be associated with entropic variations along the diffu- 

ion pathways, rather than energetic fluctuations. To fully address 

his question, extended kinetic simulations will be necessary and 

ill be undertaken in a future work. 
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